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Glossary and Definitions 

 

The following definitions are extracted from (Bustos-Korts et al., 2018) : 

Adaptation (specific and wide) A genotype is considered to have wide adaptation if its yield 

performance is better than that of a reference genotype. When this superiority covers the full 

range of potential growing conditions, the target population of environments (TPE), we call the 

genotype generally, widely or broadly adapted, when it concerns a specific part of the growing 

conditions the genotype is called specifically or narrowly adapted. Wide adaptation invariably 

means a high mean yield and therefore widely adapted genotypes have, statistically speaking, 

a large genotypic main effect. Narrowly adapted genotypes have relatively high yield under 

specific conditions and typically don’t have a high genotypic main effect.  

 

Environment The environment is on the one hand the set of soil and meteorological conditions 

to which a plant (or animal) has been exposed during its life, on the other hand it is everything 

that is non-genetic in the phenotype, or, everything that cannot be explained by genetic or 

genotype related terms. The term ‘environment’ can refer to the level of an environmental factor 

in a statistical model to describe the phenotype, but it can also refer to the full description of 

the growing conditions in terms of soil and meteorological conditions. The environment can 

further include biotic elements and factors, like disease pressures. 

 

Genomic Prediction A modelling strategy to predict the phenotype from a sum of effects of 

large numbers of markers (and/or pedigree information), often without explicitly testing 

individual marker–trait associations. The marker effects are estimated from the phenotypic data 

observed for a training set of genotypes observed in a single or in multiple environments. 

Genomic prediction commonly relies on linear mixed models (LMMs) or on Bayesian models. 

Genomic selection uses genomic prediction to increase the number of genotypes that can be 

considered in the selection process for quantitative traits in breeding populations.  

 

Genotype Individual or collection of individuals sharing the same genetic constitution, i.e., 

with the same DNA composition. The meaning of the term ‘genotype’ can vary slightly 

depending on the context. In its barest form, a genotype is just a level of the genotypic factor 

used to analyse phenotypic data collected on a set of genotypes in multiple trials. In QTL 

mapping and genomic prediction, ‘genotype’ usually refers to the multi-locus marker genotype 

of an individual. The term genotype is often used in a generic sense and includes concepts like 

lines, hybrids, cultivars, varieties, etc. 

 

G×E Genotype by environment interaction is the phenomenon that the relative phenotypic 

performance of a pair or a set of genotypes is conditioned by the environment. As a 

consequence, phenotypic differences between genotypes change from one environment to the 

next and the best genotype under one set of conditions will be different from the best genotype 

under another set of conditions. If not modelled explicitly, G×E weakens association between 

phenotype and genotype and may reduce genetic progress in breeding programs. In statistical 

terms, G×E describes a situation in which the simultaneous effect of two classification variables 

(genotype and environment) on a continuous dependent third one, such as yield, does not follow 

an additive model and a good description of the dependent variable, the phenotype, would 

require the inclusion of model terms specific to the combination of genotype and environment. 
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MET A multi-environment trial is a series of trials that intends to sample the environmental 

conditions of the target population of environments.  

 

Phenotype Observable characteristics of an individual with a defined genetic constitution 

(genotype) in a given environment (or sets of environments) at a specific point in time.  

 

Plasticity Phenomenon that phenotype responds to changes in the environment, or, the reaction 

norm is not flat.  

 

QTL A quantitative trait locus is a region in the genome associated with a particular 

quantitative phenotypic trait, such as crop yield, resource-use-efficiency, phenology, or height. 

QTL analysis is a statistical method that links phenotypic data (specific trait measurements on 

a series of individuals) and genotypic data (usually in the form of molecular markers taken on 

the same individuals) to describe the genetic basis of complex traits. The number of QTLs and 

their allelic effects show the genetic architecture determining trait variation. When QTL effects 

are conditioned by the environment, we speak of QTL by environment interaction, QTL×E. 

G×E follows from the summation of QTL×E over all QTLs affecting a trait.  

 

Reaction norm Functional form by which a genotype transforms its environmental inputs into 

a phenotype. The reaction norm shows how the phenotype for individual genotypes depends on 

environmental covariables. Non-parallelism of reaction norms leads to G×E.  

 

Stability Genotypes have a high stability when their observed phenotypes in different 

environmental conditions do not depart strongly from the average reaction norm (small variance 

of the residuals).  

 

TPE Target population of environments corresponds to the growing conditions, defined by the 

soil, meteorological and agronomic management conditions, in which genotypes, varieties, 

produced by a breeding programme will be grown.  

 

TPG Target population of genotypes is the set of all possible genotypes that could be obtained 

by a breeding programme that aims to produce genotypes that are well-adapted to a specific 

TPE. 
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Summary 
 
 
 
Genomic prediction is the prediction of phenotypes from marker profiles. Genomic prediction 
is applied in plant and animal breeding to reduce the length of the selection cycle and to 
increase the size of the offspring population from which selections can be made for the 
following generation of parents. Central to genomic prediction is the training of a model on a 
training set of genotypes with phenotypes, i.e., marker effects or weights are estimated, after 
which the model is used for prediction of phenotypes for genotypes for which no phenotypic 
information is available. In this way early selection is possible as well as selection for the next 
generation on all genotypes for which marker information is available. A complication in plant 
breeding is the occurrence of genotype by environment interaction, i.e., phenotypic differences 
between genotypes depend on the environmental conditions. To deal effectively with genotype 
by environment interactions, genomic prediction models need to be trained in such a way that 
marker effects can be environment specific. This report describes various options for multi-
environment genomic prediction. Multi-environment genomic prediction is presented as a 
special case of multi-trait genomic prediction. The models are from the class of mixed models. 
The objective of this report is to give an overview of suitable multi-trait and multi-environment 
genomic prediction models for wheat with illustrations to Whealbi data where possible. 
 

 
 
Teams involved: WU 
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Multivariate Genomic Prediction Models (GPMs) for wheat  
 

1. Setting the stage 

In modern plant breeding, selection decisions in plant breeding are increasingly based on phenotype 

predictions from genomic prediction models (GPMs). A GPM uses marker profiles to predict 

phenotypes. A first advantage of GPMs is that phenotypes can be predicted early in the plant cycle, 

thereby speeding up the generation time between selection cycles. A second advantage is that a larger 

population of genotypes can be included in the selection sample for choosing parents for the next 

generation, because only DNA information is required for phenotype prediction once a GPM is 

available. The shortening of the selection cycle together with the higher intensity of selection increase 

the response to selection.  

A GPM needs to be developed on a training set of genotypes with both marker and phenotypic 

information. This training set needs to be chosen in such a way that the set of genotypes for which a 

phenotype prediction is required are genetically related to those in the training set. The estimation of 

marker weights, or regression coefficients, is what is done in the training phase of the modelling. We 

also say that we are fitting the model when we estimate its parameters. Various criteria exist to find out 

whether our model is doing well enough for our purposes. As a first test for model performance in plant 

breeding it is common to look at the correlation of predicted phenotypes with observed phenotypes for 

genotypes that have been hold out from the training set. For example, 80% of the genotypes with 

phenotypes have been used for training the model and the remaining 20% are then predicted using the 

fitted model. The correlation between the phenotype predictions and the observed phenotypes then 

provide an indication for model performance. A common model building / evaluation strategy for GPMs 

is cross validation, where we repeatedly split the full set of genotypes with phenotypes in k folds and 

use k-1 folds for training and the hold-out fold for validation. In this case there are k validations and the 

average accuracy across the hold-out folds can be used as an indicator for prediction performance of the 

GPM as based on the full set of genotypes with phenotypes. A subsequent step in assessing the 

opportunity for genomic prediction is to fit the GPM on the full set of genotypes and phenotypes and 

apply it to a completely new and independent set of genotypes, which is called the test set. It should be 

remarked that the difference between validation and test set is not always very clear in plant breeding 

applications. In this report, we will look at GPM from the perspective of splitting the set of genotypes 

with phenotypes in a training and validation set in a k-fold cross validation. 

Genomic prediction methods have been developed mainly for single phenotypic traits in single 

environments. However, in plant breeding genotype by environment interaction (GxE) is present in 

many applications, i.e., phenotypic differences for sets of genotypes depend on the environmental 
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conditions. For any situation in which GxE plays a role, we need to extend our GPM to include 

environment dependent marker weights / effects. Such GPMs will be called multi-environment GPM. 

 In addition to a requirement for GPM to cover multiple environments, we also require GPMs to cover 

multiple traits within a single environment (for example, yield, biomass, plant height, heading time), i.e, 

multi-trait GPMs, and multiple traits in multiple environments, i.e., multi-trait multi-environment 

GPMs. We will refer to the all GPMs that consider multiple traits and / or multiple environments as 

multivariate GPMs, this in contrast to the more well known single trait single environment univariate 

GPMs. Traits considered in multivariate predictions commonly consist of a target or focal trait, which 

is the trait of main interest, plus a number of additional traits that are correlated to the target trait. The 

collection of additional traits will be called here ‘secondary phenotypes’ because they are not the main 

target of selection and they are chosen as to improve predictions for the target trait. Multivariate GPMs 

are interesting to plant breeders because they produce phenotype predictions with higher accuracy due 

to the fact that genetically correlated traits borrow information from each other (Dekkers, 2007; Jia and 

Jannink, 2012; Alimi, 2016; Biscarini et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2017; van Eeuwijk et al., 2018).  

To set the stage it is good to introduce some notation. For this report, we will concentrate on multivariate 

GPMs for multi-environment data where our aim is to show how to account for GxE. Let us assume we 

have organized our data from multiple trials in a two way table of GxE means. Then a two-way ANOVA 

model for these multi-environment trial (MET) data is the following :  

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 + 𝐸𝑗 + 𝐺𝑖 + 𝐺𝐸𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 (1) 

In (1), 𝑦𝑖𝑗 is the phenotype (mean) for genotype i in environment j, 𝜇 is a fixed intercept, 𝐸𝑗 is a fixed 

effect for environment j, 𝐺𝑖 is a fixed effect for genotype i, 𝐺𝐸𝑖𝑗 is a fixed GxE term and 𝜀𝑖𝑗 is a random 

normal residual, usually with constant variance. A useful variation on model (1) defines a fixed 

environment specific intercept : 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇𝑗 + 𝐺𝑖 + 𝐺𝐸𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 (2) 

To turn models (1) and (2) into GPMs, we need to replace their parameters by functions of markers 

and environmental covariables. If we can do this, we can predict phenotypes for 1) existing or 

observed (Go) genotypes in new or unobserved environments (Eu) ; 2) unobserved (Gu) genotypes in 

observed environments (Eo) ; 3) unobserved (Gu) genotypes in unobserved environments (Eu). Given 

the data that were collect in Whealbi, we judged the second option (Gu Eo) to be the most relevant. 
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GPMs that we will consider replace the genetic main effect in above ANOVA models by a part predicted 

from markers or QTLs, that are collected in a set Q1, and that have a consistent effect across 

environments, ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑞𝛼𝑞𝑞∈𝑄 , and a genetic residual 𝐺𝑖𝑗
∗  , where this residual is often taken random: 

𝐺𝑖 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑞𝛼𝑞𝑞∈𝑄1
 + 𝐺𝑖

∗ (3) 

In (3), 𝑥𝑖𝑞 contains the marker information, i.e., the number of reference alleles (0,1,2). For the GxE 

part we perform a similar partitioning, but the QTL effects are now QTL by environment (QTLxE) 

interaction terms, 𝛼𝑗𝑞  : 

𝐺𝐸𝑖𝑗 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑞𝛼𝑗𝑞𝑞∈𝑄2
 + 𝐺𝐸𝑖𝑗

∗  (4) 

The set of QTLs showing QTLxE, Q2 is a subset of Q1. It is statistically more convenient to combine 

the main genetic effect and the GxE term of the ANOVA model in the following way and to define QTL 

effects that are environment specific : 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇𝑗 + 𝐺𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇𝑗 + [∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑞𝛼𝑗𝑞𝑞∈𝑄  + 𝐺𝑖𝑗
∗ ] + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 (5) 

Expression (5) doesn’t allow prediction for new environments. To achieve this, we need to regress the 

q-th environment specific QTL on an environmental covariable,  𝛼𝑗𝑞 = 𝛼𝑞 +  𝛾𝑞𝑧𝑗 + 𝛼𝑞𝑗
∗ , with 𝛼𝑞 an 

intercept term representing the main effect for the q-th QTL, 𝛾𝑞 a sensitivity of the q-th QTL to the 

environmental covariable z, 𝛼𝑞𝑗
∗ , a residual QTL effect not explained by the regression on z. When we 

insert this regression of an environment dependent QTL on an environmental covariable we get (Boer 

et al., 2007) : 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇𝑗 + [∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑞(𝛼𝑞 +  𝛾𝑞𝑧𝑗 + 𝛼𝑞𝑗
∗ )𝑞∈𝑄  + 𝐺𝑖𝑗

∗ ] + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 = 

𝜇𝑗 + [∑ (𝑥𝑖𝑞𝛼𝑞 +  𝛾𝑞𝑥𝑖𝑞𝑧𝑗 + 𝑥𝑖𝑞𝛼𝑞𝑗
∗ )𝑞∈𝑄  + 𝐺𝑖𝑗

∗ ] + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 (6) 

Model (6) can be extended to contain more environmental covariables, but we will not do that to keep 

the notation clear. Models (3) to (6) are multi-environment GPMs that assume that the set of QTLs is 

relatively small, a lot smaller than the number of genotypes, and that the QTLs have an identifiable 

contribution to the phenotype.  These models are typical QTL models. When the QTLs are not easily 

identifiable, GPMs can include all markers for genomic prediction without trying to identify individual 

QTLs. The number of genotypes will be less than the number of QTLs and additional assumptions are 
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necessary to estimate the marker / QTL effects of the GPM. We will discuss the latter type of models in 

later sections. 

It is instructive to see how multi-variate GPMs can be more accurate than univariate GPMs. A good 

illustration for QTL based genomic prediction is presented and discussed by Stephens (2013) for small 

examples of two traits with one locus and three genotypes. The example is equally valid for the multi-

environment case. The idea here is that QTL detection becomes more powerful in the multivariate case 

than in the univariate case whenever the marker-traits association direction is different from the traits 

association direction. Figure 1a shows a marker (number of minor alleles) that is positively associated 

with the vertical trait, but not with the horizontal trait. Still, the separation of the phenotypes by marker 

genotypes is better in the multivariate case than the univariate. In Figure 1b, the vertical trait is still 

positively associated with the marker, while the horizontal phenotype is negatively correlated with the 

marker. Here we gain maximally from a multivariate approach. In part 1c, both traits are positively 

associated with the marker. Here univariate tests controlling for the other trait would be most powerful.  

 
Figure 1. Illustration of three simple scenarios of association between genotype and a bivariate 

phenotype. All three scenarios involve positively-correlated bivariate response, which for concreteness 

we refer to as height (x-axis) and weight (y-axis). Each point represents an individual, colored according 

to their genotype (0, 1 or 2 copies of the minor allele). A) A variant associated with weight but not 

height. Even though height is unassociated, it nonetheless clearly helps to consider weight and height 

jointly in testing for association: the separation between genotype classes in the two-dimensional space 

is substantially greater than the separation along the y axis alone. In fact, here the most powerful analysis 

would be the test for association with weight, controlling for height. B) The minor allele decreases 

height but increases weight: it is an allele for being ‘‘short and fat’’. Here the three genotype classes 

are much better separated in the two-dimensional space, than for either phenotype individually. Should 

one be lucky enough to encounter such a genetic variant, a multivariate test would be considerably more 

powerful to detect it than either univariate test. C) Here the minor allele increases height, and as a 

result increases weight, resulting in what we will call an ‘‘indirect’’ association with weight. In this 

case the separation of the groups in the bivariate space is no greater than the separation along the x axis 

alone, and the most powerful analysis would be a univariate test for association with height. In all panels, 

the differences among genotype classes were deliberately made very large for clarity of presentation 

(Figure from (Stephens, 2013)). 

When we leave the QTL perspective of above and move to an infinitesimal model for QTL / gene 

expression, the phenotype is the result from an infinite number of small contributions, we enter in a 

classical quantitative genetic context that allows us to study the advantages of multivariate models from 
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the point of view of indirect and correlated selection response theory. This same perspective applies 

when the genetic effects are predictions from a GPM using large numbers of markers. The statistical 

model that underlies this type of quantitative genetics is the following : 

𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝜇𝑡 + 𝐺𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 (7) 

In (7) 𝑦𝑖𝑡 is the phenotype for genotype i and trait t, 𝐺𝑖𝑡 is a random genetic effect for genotype i and 

trait t with an unstructured variance covariance matrix that allows trait specific genetic variances as 

well as specific genetic correlations for pairs of traits. The random non-genetic residual term 𝜀𝑖𝑡 will 

have trait specific variance as well. When we assume that the traits can be split in a target trait that is 

the focus of selection and secondary traits that may be useful to improve the selection of the focus 

trait, then when the following condition is fulfilled it will be worthwhile to select at a secondary trait 

in place of the focus trait (Falconer and Mackay, 1996)); 

𝜌2,(𝑠,𝑓)ℎ2,𝑠 > ℎ2,𝑓  (8) 

In (8), 𝜌2,(𝑠,𝑓) is the squared correlation between the secondary phenotypes and the focal/target 

phenotype. ℎ2,𝑠 is the heritability of the secondary phenotypes and ℎ2,𝑓 is the focal/target phenotype 

(Falconer and Mackay, 1996; van Eeuwijk et al., 2018). 𝜌2,(𝑠,𝑓) depends mostly on the physiological 

dynamics of the crop and on the environmental conditions in which the crop is grown (i.e. the correlation 

between traits can change across environments). When dealing with multi-environment data, genetic 

correlations are often heterogeneous across environments as a consequence of GxE. GPMs that don’t 

account for such heterogeneities will lead to inaccurate phenotype predictions (van Eeuwijk et al., 2016).  

In this report, we will describe a number of GPM classes that can be used for multivariate genomic 

prediction in wheat. We will fit, when applicable, GPMs to the WHEALBI-wheat diversity panel. We 

will also illustrate GPMs with examples to cereals from the literature and include these in separate 

information boxes. 

 

2. The WHEALBI-wheat diversity panel 

When possible, we will illustrate GPMs by applying them to the WHEALBI-wheat diversity panel. This 

diversity panel consisted of 435 hexaploid accessions including landraces, cultivars and currently grown 

varieties from 68 countries. Accessions’ passport data were used to classify the genotypes into categories 

related to their flowering habit (alternative, facultative, spring, winter and unknown, Figure 2). The 

panel was characterized genotypically with Exome sequencing Exome capture (Nimblegen) and next 

generation sequencing (Illumina) delivered on average 34 million read pairs per genotype. We mapped 
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620,158 small-scale variants on to the IWGSC Refseqv1.0 wheat genome assembly (targeting 41,032 

of the 110,790 high confidence HC genes). The variants comprised 56,163 Indels (9%) and 563,995 

SNPs (91%). After filtering out SNPs with Call Rate <0.80 and Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) <0.05, 

a final set of 390,657 SNPs  was obtained. This set of SNPs can be used for genomic prediction. More 

details can be found in (Pont et al., under revision)  

Phenotypic data used for this report consisted of heading date and plant height, observed in five common 

garden experiments in France (INRA, Clermont-Ferrand), Hungary (ATK, Martonvasar), Turkey 

(University of Çukurova, Adana) and United Kingdom (KWS, Cambridge). Two trials were carried out 

in Turkey, one under irrigation and one rain-fed. Trials were grown under an augmented partially-

replicated design with 20% of the genotypes replicated twice and two check cultivars assigned uniformly 

to eight plots. Adjusted means were calculated with the R-package SpATS (Rodríguez-Álvarez et al., 

2018). 

3. Exploratory analysis of Whealbi data 

 

Before building a multivariate GPM focusing on multivariete models for genomic prediction, it is 

important to explore the GxE strcuture in various ways as a preparation to better GPMs later on. 

 

3.1 Box plots and variance components 

 

We started by inspecting genotypic means per environment, where these means created from fitting 

mixed models to individual trial data accounting for design features and spatial trends. For the Whealbi-

wheat data, Figure 2 gives an overview of the genotypic means for the traits days to heading and plant 

height (Best Linear Unbiassed Estimates or BLUEs) in the form of box plots per trial and growth habit 

as established from passport data. For days to heading, consistent genotypic differences across trials 

showed alternative wheats that were clearly flowering earlier than the other categories. Facultative and 

spring genotypes required a similar time to reach heading, whereas winter genotypes reached heading 

around 10 days later. We also observe that there was an environmental main effect (the French trial 

being earlier), but that the relative differences between the growth habit categories across trials are 

relatively stable, with the variation within growth habit categories somewhat lower in the Turkish trials, 

which is a form of GxE. The differences between growth habit categories for plant height expressed 

themselves mainly in the width of the box (25 and 75 percentiles). For plant height, there is hardly a 

trial effect and also the GxE seems small, again with a somewhat reduced range in the Turkish trials. 

To investigate the amount of main effect genotypic variance in comparison to the GxE variance we fitted 

a mixed model with a random genotypic main effect and a random GxE term. We deciced to include an 
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additional random term for growth habit. The results are given in Table 1.  The growth habit categories 

captured an important proportion of the total variation for days to heading, but their contribution to the 

plant height variation was negligible. For both traits, genotype by environment interaction was not very 

large, with 23 and 22% of the total phenotypic variation. Multivariate GPMs allowing trial dependent 

marker effects are therefore not expected to attain a much higher prediction accuracy than GPMs that 

contain consistent marker effects across trials. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Box plots for days to heading and plant height across trials for each of the growth habit 

categories (according to passport data of the Whealbi collection).  

 

Table 1. Variance components for days to heading and plant height observed for 435 hexaploid 

genotypes observed in 5 trials.  

 Heading  Height 

Term Comp. 
Std. 

error 

Var expl 

(%)  
Comp. 

Std. 

error 

Var expl 

(%) 

Growth Habit  3.78 3.69 9.29  7.2 10.7 1.4 

Genotype 27.58 2.01 67.68  379.6 27.3 76.7 

Genotype by 

Environment 
9.39 0.32 23.03  108.3 3.7 21.9 

Total 40.75    495.0   
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3.2 Finlay Wilkinson regression and AMMI models  

For MET data, it is important to identify possible drivers of GxE interaction. A simple method to start 

with is the so-called Finlay-Wilkinson (FW) regression that represents the environmental quality by the 

environmental main effect, 𝐸𝑗, i.e., the average of all genotypes in that environment (Finlay and 

Wilkinson, 1963).  The differences in sensitivity, 𝑏𝑖, with respect to this environmental characterization 

then describe the GxE interaction : 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 + 𝐺𝑖 + 𝐸𝑗 +  𝑏𝑖𝐸𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗  (9) 

In model (9) the original 2-way ANOVA interaction term is replaced by a product of genotypic 

sensitivity x environmental characterization: 𝐺𝐸𝑖𝑗 =  𝑏𝑖𝐸𝑗. The FW model can be rewritten to show 

more clearly its structure as a collection of genotype specific straight line responses 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝐸𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗  (10) 

The FW regression is an exploratory tool that can be converted into a GPM when the genotype intercept 

(genotype main effect), 𝜇𝑖, and slope 𝛽𝑖, can be written as functions of markers, and the environmental 

main effect as a function of explicit environmental covariables 𝑧𝑗𝑒 from a set of environmental 

covariables Ze  and when the FW model describes the majority of the repeatable GxE interaction. 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇(∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑞𝛼𝑗𝑞𝑞∈𝑄𝜇
)𝑖 + 𝛽(∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑞𝛼𝑗𝑞𝑞∈𝑄𝛽

)𝑖 𝐸(∑ 𝜗𝑒𝑧𝑗𝑒𝑒∈𝑍𝑒
)𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗  (11) 

 

For the WHEALBI-wheat heading date data, genotypic sensitivities explained about 34% of the total 

G×E variation. The amount of GxE interaction that could be assigened to the heterogeneity of the FW 

slopes for plant height was smaller (12%) than for plant height, but it still substantially contributed to 

the variability in genotypic response across environments (Table 2). 
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Table 2. Finlay-Wilkinson analysis heading date and plant height for the 435 WHEALBI wheat 

genotypes observed in five environments 

Heading 

Term Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

G 434              876,080               2,019  21.27 < 2.2e-16 

E 4              142,470             35,617  375.38 < 2.2e-16 

GxE 1730 187,457 108     

Sensitivities 434                64,397                   148  1.56 1.69E-09 

Residual 1297              123,060                     95  
  

Height 

Term Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

G 434                69,043                   159  14.51 <2e-16 

E 4              882,430           220,610  20125.03 <2e-16 

GxE 1730 16,239 9     

Sensitivities 434                   2,032                        5  0.43 1 

Residual 1296                14,207                     11      

 

An attractive generalization of the FW model is to replace the environmental main effect by a function 

that relies on explicit environmental characterizations, while the genotype specific intercept and slope 

are functions of QTLs. Moving this one step further, we can relax the constraint of having to use the 

environmental main effect as an environmental characterization and we can search directly for explicit 

environmental characterizations, like temperature and solar radiation, that describe the GxE:  

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇(∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑞𝛼𝑗𝑞𝑞∈𝑄𝜇
)𝑖 + 𝛽(∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑞𝛼𝑗𝑞𝑞∈𝑄𝛽

)𝑖  𝑧 𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗  (13) 

A further purely phenotypic model to identify the drivers of G×E is the AMMI model (Gauch and Zobel, 

1997), which stands for Additive Main effects, Multiplicative Interactions : 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 + 𝐺𝑖 + 𝐸𝑗 + ∑ 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑗
𝐴
𝑎=1 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗  (12) 

In model (12), 𝐺𝐸𝑖𝑗 is represented by A product terms of genotype scores (sensitivities) and environment 

scores (characterizations) related to the contribution of genotypes and environments to the total G×E. 

Genotypes with scores deviating most positively or negatively from zero contribute more to the genotype 

by environment interaction (i.e., genotypes with scores close to zero deviate little from the general 

population response along the environmental gradient expressed by the AMMI environmental scores). 

When plotting genotypes and  environments using their AMMI scores as coordinates in so-called biplots, 

the angle between environments is related to their correlation, environments showing a small angle are 

positively correlated, environments with orthogonal scores show no correlation and environments with 

an angle close to 180 degrees show a large negative correlation. For genotypes in biplots, the projections 

of the genotypes on the lines spanned by the origin and environmental coordinates gives the ranking of 
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the genotypes in the environments, with projections on the same side of the origin as the environment 

indicating positive interactions and projections on the other side indicating negative interactions. 

Before we interpret the AMMI biplots. we recall that for both traits, heading date and plan height, we 

did experiments in winter trials. In the case of heading date, Turkish trials showed a slightly faster 

heading date (about 190 days), in contrast to 210-230 days for the other trials. For plant height, all trials 

showed a similar mean and range (Figure 2). For both traits, there was a clear separation between growth 

habit categories, with alternative and facultative genotypes in general showing a faster heading and 

shorter plants than spring and winter genotypes. The ranking of growth habit categories across 

environments was stable, suggesting that little G×E was present in this data set, as shown by the variance 

component analysis in Table 1. When applying the AMMI model to the WHEALBI data to better 

understand the GxE adaptation patterns, we saw that GxE was mainly driven by the contrast between 

the Turkish trials (WW4-TUR and WW5-TUR) and the trials WW1-INRA and WW2-KWS (Figure 3). 

The trial WW3-MTA contributed little to the total G×E variance. This information can be useful when 

building a GPM. It may be worthwhile to build a GPM with marker effects that are specific to Turkish 

conditions versus West European conditions. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. AMMI biplot for days to heading for 435 wheat genotypes across multiple environments. 

Symbol colour represents the growth habit categories. Black labels indicate trial environments. 
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4. Mixed models for multivariate GPMs 

Mixed models are a common class of multi-trait and multi-environment GPMs. For mixed model 

multi-environment GPMs we can write: 

 𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇𝑖𝑗 + 𝐺𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗  (13) 

Here the fixed expectation or mean, 𝜇𝑖𝑗, represents well understood and repeatable main effects of 

genotypes and environments, as well as GxE that consists of product terms of genotypic sensitivities 

and environmental characterisations. The mean 𝜇𝑖𝑗 is principally a function of markers, 𝑥𝑖, and 

environmental covariables, 𝑧𝑗 :  

𝜇𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇(𝑥𝑖𝑞 , 𝑧𝑗𝑒); 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄𝑢;  𝑒 ∈ 𝑍𝑢 (14) 

The genetic residual 𝐺𝑖𝑗 is a random effect that is described by a normal distribution, but it can still be 

used for prediction when the VCOV of these effects is optimized for genomic prediction, i.e., the 

correlations between genotypes are obtained from marker similarities between genotypes and pedigree 

relationships, while the correlations between environments are determined by environmental 

characterizations that reflect the drivers for GxE of the genetic residual. 

VCOV(𝐺𝑖𝑗) = VCOV(𝑥𝑖𝑞 , 𝑧𝑗𝑒);  𝑞 ∈ 𝑄𝑉𝐶𝑂𝑉;  𝑒 ∈ 𝑍𝑉𝐶𝑂𝑉 (15) 

Multi-environment GPMs that account for GxE and that use the structure of the VCOV are relatively 

new. Theory and examples can be found in (Jarquín et al., 2013; Bustos-Korts et al., 2016; Malosetti et 

al., 2016; van Eeuwijk et al., 2016). 

 

4.1  A GPM based on a fixed QTLxE model  

 

In section 1 we introduced model (5), a QTL model with fixed environment specific QTLs that could 

be regressed on explicit environmental covariables. The residual genetic term in model (5) can be 

structured in various ways, just like the non-genetic residual. This makes model (5) a mixed model. In 

(5) it holds that 

𝜇𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇𝑗 + ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑞𝛼𝑗𝑞𝑞∈𝑄  (16) 
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The environment specific QTL effects can be regressed on an explicit environmental characterization : 

𝛼𝑗𝑞 = 𝛼𝑞 +  𝛾𝑞𝑧𝑗 + 𝛼𝑞𝑗
∗ . A wheat example using this approach was recently presented  by  (Parent et 

al., 2017, Box 1). Similar examples can be found for maize in (Millet et al., 2016) and Arabidopsis  

(Thoen et al., 2017). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the Whealbi data, no contiuous environmental characterizations were available and the approach as 

followed above in box 1 was not feasible. Instead a mixed model like (16) was used for genomic 

prediction. Results are included in Figure 8 and will be discussed in a later section. We remark already 

that model (16) is a QTL model developed for QTL modelling and prediction in biparental populations, 

while the Whealbi panel is a diversity panel. Therefore, to make genomic prediction by model (16) 

comparable with that of GPMs modelling exclusively a structured random genetic term, actually one or 

more additional fixed terms (a factor or a set principal components) should be included to represent the 

population substructure. 

For the WHEALBI data, we inserted three QTLs in model (16) that were previously reported for each 

of the traits of interest (heading date and plant height). These QTLs were detected with a multi-

environment GWAS for the same data (Pont et al.,).  The positions of these QTLs are shown in Table 3. 

Box 1: Multi-environment QTL expression as a function of environmental covariables 

in wheat 

 
This example is extracted from Parent et al (2017), who used 11 experiments in a field platform to 

identify QTLs that regulate the genotypic sensitivity of a wheat population to heat, drought and a 

combination of heat and drought.  

 
 

 
Figure B1.1. Correlation between temperature around flowering time 

and allele effect at simple sequence repeat marker Xwmc236 located 

on chromosome 3B in the RAC875 3 Kukri doubled haploid 

population. The allele effect is expressed as percentage relative to mean 

yield. A positive effect indicates that the RAC875 allele increased 

yield. Blue dots show trials carried out in Australia (R2 =0.74 and P<10-

3) and red dots show trials carried out in Mexico, with nonsignificant 

correlation. The dashed line represents the correlation across the whole 

data set (R2 = 0.52, P<10-3). The inset shows the correlation between 

average temperature around flowering time (x axis) and the average 

allele effect (y axis) in the four groups selected based on 

multienvironment correlation analysis by Bonneau et al. (2013). 

 Allele effects were estimated by 

Bonneau et al. (2013) in a multi-

environment QTL model.  

 GxE interaction was made an 

explicit function of the QTL in  

chromosome 3B QTL by 

characterizing the change in allele 

effect when temperature rises. 

 Estimating the QTL sensitivity to 

the environmental gradient allows 

to predict the phenotype in 

environments within this 

temperature range, but that have 

not been observed. 
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Table 3. SNP information of three QTLs used for multi-environment prediction of heading date and 

plan height in the EU-Whealbi wheat collection. 

Trait SNP Chr Position (Bp) -log10p Gene 

Heading WTa_022 2b2 2B 65,103,645 6.76 Ppd-B1 

 WTa_05cd79 5A 582,940,178 7.63 Vrn- A1 

 WTa_0832a6 7A 61,817,674 7.32 Vrn-A3 

Height WTa_04c473 4A 597,847,219 5.31 Rht-A1 

 WTa_0517e6 4B 43,751,460 7.47 Rht-B1 

  WTa_056214 4D 16,156,318 8.74 Rht-D1 

 

 

4.2.  GPMs based on random polygenic effects 

GPMs with fixed QTL terms can be quite successful when predicting traits regulated by a few loci with 

large effects, like flowering time or heading date. However, more complex traits like biomass or grain 

yield are usually regulated by a large number of loci with small effects. In such cases it is more 

appropriate to move to GPMs that depart from modelling VCOV(𝐺𝑖𝑗), 

Mixed model multi-environment GPMs can depart from the popular single trait single environment G-

BLUP model approach of (Meuwissen et al., 2001). Essentially, the distribution of (polygenic) random 

effects 𝐺𝑖𝑗 is assumed to be multivariate normal with zero mean, 𝟎, and structured variance-covariance 

matrix 𝜮 = 𝜮𝑮⨂𝜮𝐸, with 𝜮𝐺defining relations between genotypes based on one or both of markers and 

pedigree, 𝜮𝐸defining relations between environments based on one or both of phenotypic information 

in field traits and environmental characterizations (Smith et al., 2005; West et al., 2006; Jarquín et al., 

2013; Malosetti et al., 2016). For multi-trait data, 𝜮𝐸 is replaced by 𝜮𝑇 , defining relations between traits, 

based on phenotypic information of the traits themselves. The operator ⨂ represents a Kronecker 

product. There is a large number of possible structures to model 𝜮𝐸 with different degree of flexibility, 

ranging from a homogeneous variance across environments (no G×E, Identity), to a fully unstructured 

model in which variances and covariances for each pair of environments are modelled independently.As 

multi-environment trials usually contain many trials, it becomes difficult to fit an unstructured model. 

A convenient modelling option is to use a factor-analytic variance-covariance structure, FA (Smith et 

al., 2001, 2005; Mathews et al., 2011, Table 1). FA consist of vectors of environmental loadings, with 

the advantage of allowing for a large flexibility, but using a limited number of parameters. Examples of 

using FA stuctures in wheat genomic prediction are shown in (Burgueño et al., 2008). A number of 

examples of different models for variance-covariance structures are shown in box 2, summarizing the 

work by (Malosetti et al., 2016). 
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Box 2: Using the variance-covariance structure for multi-environment prediction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B2.1. Mean prediction accuracies in tested 

environments of four prediction models: a main 

effect model (Identity, red circle), a diagonal model 

(blue diamond), a factor analytic model (green 

square), and an environmental kinship model that 

used explict environmental covariables to model the 

environmental covariance (black star). CTD and 

DTD represent two cross-validation designs (in CTD 

all genotypes were observe dit at least one 

environment, whereas in DTD some genotypes are 

not observed at any environment).The bars give the 

upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence 

interval. 

This example of multi-environment genomic prediction is extracted from Malosetti et al (2016) and 

consist of a barley biparental cross observed in four environments. Five multi-environment models 

were trained using yield of 88 lines, to predict the remaining 60 lines. The genomic prediction  models 

consisted of (details in Table 4): 

 G-BLUP: does not allow for GxE.  

 GE-Diag: models GxE with a diagonal structure, allowing for different variances between 

environments, but the covariances are assumed zero (no information borrowed across 

environments). 

 GE-Unstr: GxE is modelled with an unstructured variance-covariance matrix (each environment 

has a separate variance and each pair of environments has a separate covariance).  

 GE-KE: the variance-covariance between environments is not estimated from yield in the training 

set, but from explicit environmental covariables.  

 

 

 The G-BLUP model (not allowing for GxE) 

showed the lowest prediction accuracy. 

 Prediction accuracy increased when 

considering the covariance between 

environments (when moving from a diagonal 

model to a factor analytic model). 

 Using explicit environmental covariables 

showed a similar accuracy as when using a 

factor-analytic model. 

Table B2.1 Models for the genetic variation in a 

multienvironment space, 𝜮 = 𝜮𝑮⨂𝜮𝐸, GE, with 𝜮𝑮 a 

genotypic-related component and 𝜮𝐸 an environment-

related component. 
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For the Wheabi wheat panel VCOV(𝐺𝑖𝑗)~𝑁(0, 𝚺𝜎𝑔
2), with 𝚺 = 𝚺𝑮 ⊗ 𝚺𝑬 and  𝚺𝑮 was modelled as the 

additive relationship matrix 𝑨, calculated from molecular markers. 𝚺𝑬 was modelled with different 

structures, as described in Table 4. The residual 𝜀𝑖𝑗 was modelled as 𝚺𝒆 and it was allowed to be either 

homogeneous across environments, or environment specific. 

 

Table 4. Multi-environment genomic prediction models fitted to the Whealbi wheat data for 435 

genotypes observed in five environments. 

 

Model Genotypic variance-

covariance 

(𝚺𝑮) 

Environmental variance-

covariance (𝚺𝑬) 

Residual variance-

covariance 

(𝚺𝒆) 

G-BLUP 𝐴 - Identity 

GE-CS-I 𝐴 Compound symmetry Identity 

GE-CS-Diag 𝐴 Compound symmetry Diagonal 

GE-Diag-Diag 𝐴 Diagonal Diagonal 

GE-FA1-Diag 𝐴 Factor Analytic, order 1 Diagonal 

 

The variance-covariance matrix that structures the environments, 𝜮𝐸, can be simplified by classifying 

environments into homogeneous groups. These groups can consist of, for example, locations that tend 

to show a more consistent genotypic ranking across years because of some repeatable environmental 

element (e.g. soil, agronomic practices or other repeatable environmental condition). A second example 

of environmental grouping can be observed when using an explicit environmental characterization, like 

the water deficit patterns (Chenu et al., 2011). The VCOV between these groups can be modelled with 

the same VCOV models as used for METs consisting of ungrouped trials. 

The variance-covariance matrix 𝜮𝐸estimated from the phenotypic data can also be replaced by a matrix 

calculated from explicit environmental covariables, as proposed by (Jarquín et al., 2013 and 

implemented for the GE-KE model in box 2). In this type of model, the amount of information 

transferred between observations across environments is proportional to the environmental similarity in 

the environmental variables used to construct the matrix 𝜮𝐸. Examples and further discussion of this 

type of model can also be seen in  (Malosetti et al., 2016). 

Mutivariate data can also consist of multiple traits measured in a single environment. Common examples 

are biomass, flowering time, plant height, where high throughput phenotyping proxies as NDVI and 

canopy cover are becoming increasingly common. Box 3 shows an example in which a genomic 

prediction model for yield is trained with yield, canopy temperature and vegetation indices  (Rutkoski 

et al., 2016). 
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Box 3: Using the variance-covariance structure for multi-trait prediction 

 
This example of multi-trait genomic prediction is extracted from Rutkoski et al., (2016).  It consisted 

of aerial measurements of canopy temperature, and green and red normalized difference vegetation 

index as secondary traits in pedigree and genomic best linear unbiased prediction models in wheat, 

Triticum aestivum L. Data was collected for 557 lines in five environments differing in their levels 

of water and heat stress. 

 Univariate prediction models (predicting yield from yield) has in general a lower prediction 

accuracy than multivariate prediction models (predicting yield from yield and other traits). 

 Prediction accuracy was slightly larger when using SNP data to model the genotype 

variance-covariance, than when using pedigree.  

 Prediction accuracy also increased when using unreplicated data for secondary traits, 

showing the potential of incorporating phenotypes measured in early breeding trials to 

improve genomic predictions. 

 
 
Figure B3.1 Univariate and multivariate prediction accuracies within environment, with and without correcting for days to 

heading. Within environment prediction accuracies from models using pedigree (A) and genomic (G) relationship are 

shown for each of the five environments, and for the average accuracy across all environments. Yellow, accuracies from 

univariate models (UV); red, accuracies from multivariate models (MV) where secondary trait data were from one replicate; 

blue, accuracies from MV models where secondary trait data were from three replicates. The first row of bar plots shows 

accuracies without correcting for days to heading (uncorrected), and the second row of bar plots shows accuracies with 

correcting for days to heading (corrected). SE is shown with error bars, and accuracy values are printed above each bar. 

Figure from Rutkoski et al., 2016. 
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4.3 Prediction scenarios for Whealbi wheat 

 
Multi-environment GPMs were evaluated in a following cross-validation scheme, where we predict 

phenotypes for new untested genotypes (Gu) in the conditions of the trials that were used to train the 

GPM (Eo). One third of the genotypes was set to missing, and two thirds of the genotypes were used to 

train the prediction model. All environments had phenotypic data for the training set of genotypes (were 

observed). This cross-validation scheme is represented in Figure 6. Cross-validation schemes were 

repeated five times by randomly assigning genotypes to one of the three folds. We were interested in 

the multi-environment GPM, but we also included a comparison with single environment GPM training. 

 

 

Figure 6. Single and multi-environment prediction in a scenario with unobserved genotypes and 

observed environments (GuEo). The rows represent genotypes, and the columns represent 

environments. Shaded areas represent available phenotypic information, and white areas represent 

unavailable information.  

 

 

4.4 Predictive ability of GPMs applied to WHEALBI wheat data 

 
GPMs differed in their ability to predict heading date and plant height. Altough some small changes in 

accuracy were observed between environments, the ranking of models was in general consistent across 

environments (Figure 8). When comparing GPMs, the single-environment fixed QTL model (QTL in 

Figure 8) showed the lowest accuracy. The accuracy for this model was particularly low for heading 

date, indicating that the SNPs that we included in the prediction model described only a small proportion 
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of the total phenotypic variance. We could have improved the accuracy by inserting terms for population 

substructure in the model. For plant height, accuracy of GPMs with QTL terms trained in single 

environments was better, because the three SNPs in the region of dwarfing genes allowed to achieve 

accuracies of up to 0.35. A larger predictive ability was achieved for the multi-environment QTL model 

in both traits that we analyzed, allowing to obtain predictive abilities of between 0.45-0.65 (Figure 8). 

Predictive ability substantially increased when switching to GPMs with prediction based on structuring 

the random genetic term alongside with the structuring of the non-genetic residual, where we considered 

all markers genome-wide, even in a single- environment setting as in classical G-BLUP. Nevetherless, 

multi-environment prediction models showed an even larger predictive ability, compared to single-

environment models. All multi-environment models showed similar predictive abilities. This result is in 

agreement with the fact that little G×E was observed for the Whealbi data set and therefore the selection 

of the variance-covariance structure for G×E does not play an important role.  

 

  
 

Figure 7. Predictive ability for heading date and plant height using QTL (QTL = univariate and single 

environment GPM training with fixed QTLs, QTLxE = multi-environment GPM training with fixed but 

environment specific QTLs, GBLUP is multi-environment training with random SNP effects that were 

consistent across environments, all of GE-CS-I, GE-CS-Diag, GE-Diag-Diag, and GE-FA1-Diag were 

multi-environment GPM training applications with environment specific random SNP effects.  See 

Table 4 for further description of of those models. QTLxE-GBLUP was a GPM trained with both fixed 

environment specific QTL effects and random environment specific SNP effects. 
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5 Summary and conclusions 

 

 Multivariate genomic prediction models based on mixed models with environment specific 

random SNP effects were shown to attain high prediction accuracies for heading time and plant 

height in the Whealbi wheat data set for a scenario where phenotypes are predicted for genotypes 

without phenotypic observations in the trials of the training set. 

 Multivariate genomic prediction models based on mixed models were described for the situations 

of multiple environments, multiple traits and both multiple traits and environments. Successful 

applications in the literature for wheat and cereals were added as illustrations. 

 Secondary phenotypes can be incorporated in a multivariate genomic prediction model via the 

fixed part in the form of covariables, via the random part to structure the variance-covariance 

structure for the polygenic genetic term, and by a combination of both. In this report, we presented 

examples from the literature for these cases.  
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